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The Combined Influence of Observed Southern Ocean Clouds and Sea Ice on Top-of-Atmosphere Albedo

W. R. Frey1,2, A. L. Morrison1,2, J. E. Kay1,2, R. Guzman3 and H. Chepfer4

Abstract When sea ice concentration decreases, surface albedo decreases. Yet the impact of Southern Ocean sea ice concentration decreases on top-of-atmosphere albedo is uncertain. Why? The cloud cover and opacity response to Southern Ocean sea ice variability has been challenging to quantify. Here we use observations to constrain the cloud response to Southern Ocean sea ice variability and assess the combined influence of sea ice and clouds on top-of-atmosphere albedo. We focus on the spring and summer seasons that dominate the high-latitude shortwave energy budget. To isolate the influence of sea ice concentration on clouds, we analyze spaceborne light detection and ranging (LIDAR) observations in regions where present-day sea ice concentration varies. During spring, low cloud cover is slightly (4%) higher over open water compared to sea ice. During summer, sea ice variability does not affect low cloud cover. During both spring and summer, cloud opacity is larger over open water than over sea ice due to a cloud phase shift from ice toward liquid with warming. Independent ship-based visual and radiosonde observations available during summer corroborate the LIDAR results. Even with the cloud response, satellite-observed top-of-atmosphere albedo is lower over open water than over sea ice. The observations show the cloud response to sea ice retreat with warming will not mask the surface albedo decrease. In other words, more shortwave radiation will be absorbed when Southern Ocean sea ice is lost.

1. Introduction

Both clouds and sea ice influence Earth’s energy budget by reflecting incoming shortwave radiation back to space. Sea ice has a strong influence on surface albedo, as sea ice is much more reflective than open ocean. Changes in surface albedo account for more than half of the interannual variability in planetary albedo (Qu & Hall, 2005). As the climate warms, sea ice is expected to retreat exposing more open ocean and decreasing surface albedo. However, cloud changes occurring in the same region as sea ice changes also influence top-of-atmosphere albedo (e.g., Hartmann & Ceppi, 2014). If the cloud response to sea ice retreat cannot completely compensate for the surface albedo decrease, top-of-atmosphere albedo will decrease. As a result, more shortwave radiation will be absorbed and accelerate warming (Fitzpatrick & Warren, 2007; Morrison et al., 2018; Qu & Hall, 2005).

Sea ice interacts with clouds at both poles. Yet the Arctic and the Southern Ocean sea ice zone (poleward of 60°S) differ in important ways. The Southern Ocean sea ice zone is confined to equatorward of ~70°S due to the presence of Antarctica. In contrast, the Arctic Ocean and Arctic sea ice zone cover the North Pole. When compared to the Arctic, Southern Ocean sea ice-cloud interactions are more strongly influenced by deep ocean circulation (Marshall & Speer, 2012) and an all-season midlatitude storm track. Recent trends in Arctic and Southern Ocean sea ice extent are opposite, with decreased Arctic sea ice extent and increased Southern Ocean sea ice extent (Simmons, 2015; Stammerjohn et al., 2012). Finally, each hemisphere is expected to respond to climate change differently, with the Arctic warming faster than the global average (Serreze et al., 2009), while the Southern Ocean warms more slowly than the global average (Armour et al., 2016). Given these differences, the relationship between sea ice and clouds in the Arctic and over the Southern Ocean must be assessed separately.

In the Arctic, the impact of sea ice on clouds has been quantified and the underlying physical mechanisms have been identified (see review paper by Kay et al., 2016). During spring and fall, cloud cover and optical depth are larger over open water compared to over sea ice (Eastman & Warren, 2010; Kay & Gettelman,
During summer, there is no significant difference in either cloud cover or optical depth over open water compared with sea ice (Kay & Gettelman, 2009; Kay & L’Ecuyer, 2013; Morrison et al., 2018). The relationship between clouds and Arctic sea ice may depend on atmospheric conditions (e.g., stability and subsidence) that influence air-sea coupling (Barton et al., 2012; Taylor et al., 2015). In fact, the seasonal difference in cloud response to sea ice is due to the strength of air-sea coupling that is weaker during summer than other seasons (Morrison et al., 2018).

Over the Southern Ocean, the impact of sea ice on clouds is known during Austral winter but less certain during Austral spring and summer. In winter, sea ice and clouds are strongly linked, with low cloud cover increasing by 20–30% over open water compared to sea ice (Wall, Kohyama, et al., 2017). Similarly, annual mean cloud cover is greater over open water than over sea ice (Bromwich et al., 2012). During spring and summer, relatively sparse ship-based observations of clouds and solar irradiance suggest that clouds are more prevalent and optically thicker over open water than over sea ice, though this finding could be influenced by latitudinal variation (Fitzpatrick & Warren, 2007). The impact of Southern Ocean sea ice variability on top-of-atmosphere albedo, which determines how much shortwave radiation is absorbed, depends strongly on the cloud response. If clouds remain unchanged as sea ice retreats more shortwave radiation is absorbed, but if cloud cover or opacity increase as sea ice retreats the amount of absorbed shortwave radiation may decrease (Fitzpatrick & Warren, 2007).

Building on previous work, the goal of this study is to constrain the cloud and top-of-atmosphere albedo response to Southern Ocean sea ice variability. We focus on Austral spring and summer that dominate the Southern Ocean shortwave energy budget (e.g., Fitzpatrick & Warren, 2007). The Southern Ocean shortwave energy budget is particularly important because the Southern Ocean, including the sea ice zone poleward of 60°S, is one of the only regions of the globe where models robustly predict a negative shortwave cloud radiative feedback (Zelinka et al., 2012). The magnitude of this negative feedback has a large impact on climate sensitivity (Frey et al., 2017; Frey & Kay, 2018; Tan et al., 2016) and could be influenced by sea ice-cloud interactions.

Historically, research on Southern Ocean sea ice-cloud interactions has been limited by a lack of reliable observations. Reanalysis products contain large errors over the Southern Ocean due to the lack of observational constraints (Bromwich et al., 2007; Bromwich & Fogt, 2004; Bromwich et al., 2011; Hines et al., 1999; Jones et al., 2016; Marshall, 2002; Nicolas & Bromwich, 2011). Additionally, reliable cloud observations are limited because they must be independent of surface condition to identify the impact of sea ice on clouds. Passive satellite observations of clouds (e.g., from the Moderate Resolution Imaging Spectrometer, MODIS) are not independent of surface condition (Kay & L’Ecuyer, 2013; Liu et al., 2010). Using reanalysis and passive satellite observations to identify sea ice-cloud interactions can produce results different from those arrived at with surface-independent observations (Eastman & Warren, 2010; Kay & Gettelman, 2009; Morrison et al., 2018; Palm et al., 2010).

With this study, we overcome the limitations of previous studies by using two independent observational data sets that are both independent of surface conditions: (1) spaceborne light detection and ranging (LIDAR) and (2) visual ship-based observations. Following Morrison et al. (2018), we restrict our analysis to areas where sea ice concentration varies. Thus, we ensure that our findings are not an artifact of geographic (latitudinal) variations in cloud properties. We find similar cloud changes using the independent satellite and surface-based data sets. The observations we analyze suggest that the cloud response to sea ice variability is not enough to compensate for the change in surface albedo. In other words, even when the cloud response is included, top-of-atmosphere albedo is lower and more shortwave radiation is absorbed over open water compared to over sea ice.

2. Data and Methods

2.1. Data

To isolate the relationship between sea ice and clouds, we use observations that are independent of the underlying surface condition and available at daily or higher time frequency. We primarily use a decade (2006–2015) of observations from the Cloud-Aerosol LIDAR with Orthogonal Polarization (CALIOP) instrument (Winker et al., 2007) onboard the Cloud-Aerosol Lidar and Infrared Pathfinder Satellite Observation
As an active sensor, CALIPSO cloud observations are not influenced by surface conditions. Our cloud cover analysis is based on the CALIPSO General Circulation Model-Oriented CALIPSO Cloud Product (CALIPSO-GOCCP) version 2.9 (Chepfer et al., 2010). CALIPSO-GOCCP provides daily cloud cover on a 2 × 2° grid with a 480-m vertical resolution. Cloud cover is provided at low (Pressure > 680 hPa), middle (680 > Pressure > 440 hPa), and high (Pressure < 440 hPa) levels as well as total cloud cover. Clouds are detected for individual profiles taken every 333 m along track in the CALIPSO footprint (70-m diameter) (Winker et al., 2007). Cloud cover is defined for each grid cell and day as the number of cloudy profiles divided by the total number of profiles. CALIPSO data for any given day is relatively sparse, and daily cloud cover in a grid cell is defined by a single satellite pass. Using daily data from a 10-year period provides full spatial coverage over the Southern Ocean with multiple days of observations in each grid cell (Figure 1). In addition, our 10-year sample minimizes biases linked to the small CALIPSO footprint (Konsta et al., 2016) and allows us to identify relationships between clouds and sea ice.

To analyze cloud optical depth, we use daytime opaque and thin cloud cover from CALIPSO-GOCCP version 3.0 (Guzman et al., 2017). The opaque/thin product classifies clouds based on LIDAR attenuation. Clouds that fully attenuate the LIDAR (optical depth > ~3, no surface echo detected) are classified as opaque, while scenes where the LIDAR is not fully attenuated (optical depth < 3, surface echo detected) are classified as thin. This definition of thin clouds includes both scenes that are covered with clouds with optical depth < 3 and scenes where the CALIPSO footprint (70-m diameter) is partially filled with cloud such that the LIDAR is not fully attenuated even though the clouds that exist in the footprint may individually be optically thick (Leahy et al., 2012). We use these definitions to define opaque cloud fraction, or the opaque cloud cover divided by the total (opaque plus thin) cloud cover. The altitude of LIDAR attenuation is also provided. While the opaque/thin product is limited in that it only provides information on whether cloud optical depth is greater or less than ~3, it is a direct measurement that is not influenced by surface condition. Cloud shortwave radiative properties change near an optical depth of 3 and continue to change with increasing optical depth (Zelinka et al., 2012, Figure 1b). Therefore, the CALIPSO attenuation threshold does provide meaningful, if not complete, information about a cloud’s impact on top-of-atmosphere albedo.

We pair CALIPSO cloud observations with coincident satellite-based observations of sea ice concentration and top-of-atmosphere albedo. Daily sea ice observations are from the National Snow and Ice Data Center (NSIDC) Climate Data Record of Passive Microwave Sea Ice Concentration, version 3 (Meier et al., 2017; Peng et al., 2013). NSIDC sea ice data are published on a 25 × 25-km polar-stereographic grid, and we regridded to a 2 × 2° grid to match CALIPSO-GOCCP. To assess the combined influence of sea ice and cloud changes on top-of-atmosphere albedo and absorbed shortwave radiation, we use the Clouds and Earth’s Radiant Energy System (CERES) Single Scanner Footprint 1° (SSF1deg) data set (Loeb et al., 2005), which

Figure 1. CALIPSO-GOCCP data demonstration. (a) A single day (1 December 2006) of CALIPSO low cloud cover data on the 2 × 2° GOCCP output grid (Chepfer et al., 2010). (b) Number of daily CALIPSO low cloud cover observations in each grid cell for summer (December, January, and February [DJF]) during our study period (2006–2015). Gray area in (a) shows grid cells with no CALIPSO data on 1 December 2006.
provides daily observed all-sky top-of-atmosphere flux values from CERES along with solar insolation from Solar Radiation and Climate Experiment (SORCE) Total Solar Irradiance (TSI) (Kopp et al., 2005) on a 1 × 1° latitude-longitude grid.

The satellite data sets outlined above provide extensive spatial and temporal cover but also have limitations. Notably, CALIPSO LIDAR observations provide no information about clouds below the altitude of attenuation, which occurs near an optical depth of 3 (Chepfer et al., 2010). Ship-based observations provide an independent observation of clouds to compare to CALIPSO. We use ship-based visual sea ice and low cloud cover observations (König-Langlo et al., 2006) along with soundings of temperature, pressure, and relative humidity (Driemel et al., 2016) taken during 13 cruises during Austral summer between 2002 and 2016 (Table 1). We limit our use of visual cloud observations to low cloud cover observations taken during daylight hours, the type of visual cloud observations shown to be most accurate (Town et al., 2007; Warren et al., 2007).

2.2. Methods

Two methods are used to analyze how clouds respond to sea ice variability. In the first method, we follow Wall, Kohyama, et al. (2017). We composite low cloud cover based on meridional distance from the sea ice edge. Using daily data without interpolation, we define the sea ice edge for each longitude and day as the furthest equatorward grid cell with sea ice concentration ≥ 35%. We then bin cloud cover data poleward and equatorward of the sea ice edge (±6° latitude). This process is repeated for each day and each longitude before results are averaged to produce mean low cloud cover as a function of meridional distance from the sea ice edge. As discussed below, this method could be influenced by latitudinal variations in clouds unrelated to sea.

In the second method, we follow Morrison et al. (2018). We focus on the grid cell level and limit our analysis to areas where sea ice concentration changes. Unlike the first method, this second method removes the impact of latitudinal variations in cloud properties and isolates the cloud response to sea ice variability. Similar to Morrison et al. (2018) for the Arctic, we define an intermittent surface mask for the Southern Ocean. For each season, we consider the daily sea ice concentration over our 10-year sample (2006–2015) in a given grid cell and whether or not we have satellite cloud observations for that grid cell on a given day. A grid cell is included in the intermittent mask if both of the following conditions are met: (1) There are at least 10 days where the grid cell has sea ice concentration < 15% (defined as Open Water) and we have satellite observations in the grid cell and (2) there are at least 10 days where the grid cell has sea ice concentration > 80% (defined as Sea Ice) and we have satellite observations in the grid cell. All grid cells that do not meet both criteria are excluded from the intermittent mask.

With the intermittent mask defined, we use it to diagnose how clouds respond to sea ice variability. To diagnose the low cloud cover response to sea ice variability, we compare mean low cloud cover within the intermittent mask on days with open water with mean low cloud cover within the intermittent mask on...
days with sea ice. A similar comparison is done for opaque cloud fraction and top-of-atmosphere albedo. Because our intermittent mask depends on both sea ice concentration and the availability of satellite data, it is slightly different for each satellite data set (CALIPSO low cloud cover, CALIPSO opaque cloud fraction, and CERES top-of-atmosphere albedo) we consider. The diagnosed cloud response to sea ice variability does not depend on our choice to use 10 days as the requirement for sea ice and open water days within the intermittent mask. Different choices (i.e., 1 or 50 days) produce similar results with the primary impact being a change in size of the intermittent mask.

3. Results

3.1. Seasonal Sea Ice Concentration and Low Cloud Cover

We begin by assessing seasonal sea ice concentration and low cloud cover over the high-latitude Southern Ocean (poleward of 50°S). Sea ice varies seasonally (Figures 2a–2d) with concentration above 80% extending from Antarctica to near 60°S during winter (June, July, and August [JJA]) and spring (September, October, and November [SON]). During summer (December, January, February [DJF]) and fall (March, April, and May [MAM]) large sea ice concentrations are confined to the Ross and Weddell seas. The sea ice edge (defined as the furthest equatorward grid cell with sea ice concentration ≥35%; Wall, Kohyama, et al., 2017) exhibits considerable variability, especially in summer in the western hemisphere.

Low cloud cover also varies seasonally over the high-latitude Southern Ocean (Figures 2e–2h). Low cloud cover is highest in summer and lowest in winter. The relationship between clouds and sea ice also differs by season. In winter and fall, there is an apparent increase in low cloud cover with decreasing sea ice concentration (as in Wall, Kohyama, et al., 2017). During spring and summer, low cloud cover does not appear as closely related to sea ice concentration.

3.2. Spring and Summer Low Cloud Cover Across the Sea Ice Edge

One way to identify the relationship between sea ice and clouds is to composite cloud cover based on distance from the sea ice edge, as in Wall, Kohyama, et al. (2017) (first method in section 2.2). With this method, there is an apparent increase in low cloud cover equatorward of the sea ice edge compared with poleward of the sea ice edge during both spring and summer (Figure 3). We hypothesize that compositing data across the sea ice edge may be influenced by latitudinal variations in cloud cover unrelated to sea ice. In Figure 3, moving from sea ice to open water always means moving from south to north. Low cloud cover also varies in this direction (increasing from south to north near Antarctica) in ways that may be unrelated to sea ice (Figure 2). For example, latitudinal variations in low cloud cover are caused by the Southern Hemisphere storm track (e.g., Hoskins & Hodges, 2005) and patterns of vertical velocity, stability and sea surface temperatures (Wall, Hartmann, et al., 2017) that are unrelated to sea ice.

3.3. Spring and Summer Low Cloud Cover Response to Sea Ice Variability

A second way to identify the relationship between sea ice and clouds is by using our intermittent mask (second method in section 2.2). Within the intermittent mask during summer (Figures 4a–4c) there is no significant change in low cloud cover over open water compared with sea ice. During spring (Figures 4d–4f) there is a small (4.5%) increase in low cloud cover over open water compared to sea ice. During both seasons, the impact of sea ice on low cloud cover appears smaller when the intermittent mask is used compared with compositing data across the sea ice edge (Figure 3). We trust the intermittent mask result (Figure 4) because it more clearly reflects the low cloud cover response to sea ice variability independent of latitudinal variations of cloud properties. Yet the intermittent mask is limited by use of LIDAR data that provides no information about clouds occurring below the altitude of attenuation (Chepfer et al., 2010). As a result, low cloud response to sea ice variability may be undetectable to spaceborne LIDAR if it occurs below optically thick clouds.

Ship-based observations available during summer provide a totally independent data set that we use to corroborate spaceborne LIDAR observations. Ship-based visual cloud observations (Figure 5) confirm the result found using spaceborne LIDAR. During summer, there is no notable difference in low cloud cover over open water compared with sea ice. In the Western Hemisphere, locations of ship-based observations (Figure 5b) overlap well with the intermittent mask used for CALIPSO observations (Figure 4). Though we have no ship-based observations over most of the eastern hemisphere, we do not consider this to be a
Figure 2. Seasonal Antarctic sea ice and low cloud cover. Mean NSIDC sea ice concentration (colored) (Peng et al., 2013) during winter (a), spring (b), summer (c), and fall (d). Mean CALIPSO GOCCP low cloud cover (colored) (Chepfer et al., 2010) during winter (e), spring (f), summer (g), and fall (h). Low cloud defined as cloud below 680 hPa. Bold red line shows mean seasonal position of the sea ice edge, thin red lines show ±1 standard deviation for the sea ice edge. Sea ice edge defined for each day and longitude as the furthest equatorward occurrence of sea ice concentration greater than or equal to 35% (Wall, Kohyama, et al., 2017). Data are from 2006 to 2015.
serious limitation given that CALIPSO observations showed no hemispheric difference in cloud response (Figure 4).

3.4. Spring and Summer Cloud Opacity Response to Sea Ice Variability

Though the cloud cover response to sea ice variability is small in spring and near zero in summer, cloud opacity also matters. For example, cloud optical depth increases in response to sea ice loss could lessen the magnitude of top-of-atmosphere albedo decreases, or the top-of-atmosphere albedo could even
increase (Fitzpatrick & Warren, 2007). Vertical profiles of relative humidity and temperature taken during Polarstern research cruises (Table 1) suggest increased cloud optical depth over open water. Relative humidity is higher over open water compared to sea ice in the lowest 2 km (Figure 6a). Additionally, temperature profiles over open water are warmer than those over sea ice (Figure 6b), which could suggest an increase in optical depth (see detailed discussion in section 4.2).

Consistent with ship-based profiles of relative humidity and temperature, CALIPSO observations also suggest an increase in optical depth over open water compared to sea ice. The fraction of opaque clouds (clouds that fully attenuate the LIDAR) is larger over open water compared to sea ice in both summer and spring (Figure 7). The increase in the opaque cloud fraction (defined as opaque cloud cover divided by total [opaque + thin] cloud cover) suggests that the overall optical depth of clouds and their shortwave radiative effect (Guzman et al., 2017) increase over open water compared with sea ice. The altitude of LIDAR attenuation in opaque clouds also changes over sea ice compared to open water. Near the surface, the altitude of full attenuation is higher over open water than it is over sea ice (Figure 8). When combined with relative humidity profiles (Figure 6) this higher altitude of attenuation is consistent with a thicker cloud layer over open water.

In summary, changes in observed relative humidity and temperature (Figure 6), opaque cloud fraction (Figure 7), and the altitude of attenuation (Figure 8) all suggest that clouds are optically thicker over open water compared with sea ice.

3.5. Combined Impact of Sea Ice Variability and Cloud Response on Top-of-Atmosphere Albedo

We next assess the joint influence of sea ice variability and clouds on top-of-atmosphere albedo. The cloud response to sea ice variability is not large enough to compensate for the decrease in surface albedo from sea ice to open water. CERES observations show that all-sky top-of-atmosphere albedo, which is influenced by both clouds and the surface, is lower over open water than over sea ice within the intermittent mask during both spring and summer (Figure 9 and Table 2). As a result, in both spring and summer more shortwave radiation is absorbed over open water than over sea ice (Table 2). This is a significant advance over previous work where the sign of the absorbed shortwave radiation change in response to summer sea ice variability was uncertain (Fitzpatrick & Warren, 2007). Even though the difference in top-of-atmosphere albedo over open water compared to sea ice has a larger magnitude in spring than summer, the absorbed shortwave radiation increase is larger in summer compared to spring because solar insolation is larger during summer (Table 2).
3.6. Insensitivity of Results to the Definitions of Sea Ice and Open Water

Our results are robust to differing definitions of sea and open water. To show this, we bin data within the intermittent mask by sea ice concentration to show how low cloud cover, opaque cloud fraction, and top-of-atmosphere albedo vary across the whole range of sea ice concentration (Figure 10). For low cloud cover and opaque cloud fraction any difference between open water and sea ice appears driven by the highest (95–100%) and lowest (0–5%) sea ice concentration bins. Top-of-atmosphere albedo increases with increasing sea ice concentration and is similar in spring and summer for sea ice concentration below 60%. Above 60% sea ice concentration, top-of-atmosphere albedo is higher in spring compared with summer, which likely is driven by differences in the optical properties of sea ice and the associated snow cover (Massom et al., 2001). We performed a similar analysis of top-of-atmosphere albedo using CERES SSF Level2 data (Loeb et al., 2005), which provides albedo data at the instantaneous footprint level. The resulting albedo values and patterns (not shown) are similar to Figure 10c, indicating that the gridding algorithm used for the SSF1deg product does not impact our results.

4. Discussion

4.1. Cloud and Albedo Response to Sea Ice Variability Revealed With Surface-Independent Observations

The most important result of this study is isolating the cloud and top-of-atmosphere albedo response to varying sea ice conditions in the Southern Ocean. We found no change (a small increase) in low cloud
cover during summer (spring) in response to decreased sea ice concentration (Figure 4). We also found more opaque cloud in summer and spring over open water compared to sea ice (Figure 7). Most importantly, even with the cloud response, top-of-atmosphere albedo is lower and more shortwave radiation is absorbed over open water than over sea ice (Figure 9). Because our results are based on observations that are independent of surface condition, they accurately reveal cloud changes occurring over open water compared to sea ice.

4.2. Potential Mechanisms for Increasing Opaque Cloud Fraction

Surface-independent observations of temperature and cloud phase help constrain potential mechanisms underlying the observed cloud response to varying sea ice conditions. One potential mechanism leading to increased cloud opacity when sea ice retreats is an increase in air-sea coupling strength (Kay & Gettelman, 2009; Morrison et al., 2018; Wall, Kohyama, et al., 2017). Air-sea coupling contributes to low cloud formation and maintenance as moisture is transferred from the sea surface to the atmosphere to promote cloud formation (Klein & Hartmann, 1993). Interestingly, differences in air-sea coupling between open water and sea ice do not appear to drive the increase in summer opaque cloud fraction. We quantify the strength of air-sea coupling by assessing near-surface static stability the difference in potential temperature between 850 hPa and the surface. Potential temperature profiles (Figure 6c) indicate no significant difference in near-surface static stability over open water (5.3 K ± 0.7 K) compared with sea ice (5.6 K ± 0.4 K) during summer. Further, the differences in air-sea coupling between open water and sea ice do not appear to drive the increase in summer opaque cloud fraction. We quantify the strength of air-sea coupling by assessing near-surface static stability the difference in potential temperature between 850 hPa and the surface.
between surface air and sea temperature is small during summer (less than 1 K), which limits fluxes of moisture and heat from the sea to the atmosphere (Kay & Gettelman, 2009; Morrison et al., 2018). A second potential mechanism leading to increased cloud opacity over open water as compared to over sea ice is an increase in temperature (Figure 6b). Increased temperatures lead to increased cloud opacity in the clouds prevalent over the Southern Ocean via two processes. In the first process, increased temperatures increase overall cloud water content as a result of an increased moist adiabatic lapse rate (e.g., Betts & Harshvardhan, 1987; Ceppi & Hartmann, 2016; Gordon & Klein, 2014; Somerville & Remer, 1984; Tselioudis et al., 1992). In the second process, increased temperatures result in more cloud liquid at the expense of cloud ice (e.g., Ceppi & Hartmann, 2016; Hu et al., 2010; McCoy et al., 2015, 2014). An increase in cloud liquid at the expense of ice increases optical depth even if overall water content is constant because cloud water droplets are much smaller than cloud ice crystals (Storelvmo et al., 2015). An increase in cloud liquid at the expense of ice also decreases precipitation efficiency, which can increase cloud liquid water content (Ceppi & Hartmann, 2016; Senior & Mitchell, 1993; Tsushima et al., 2006).

Figure 9. Top-of-atmosphere (TOA) all-sky albedo within the intermittent mask. As in Figure 4 but for CERES TOA all-sky albedo. Mean of daily data shown (2006–2015).

Table 2

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Summary of Main Findings</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Observation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CALIPSO low cloud cover</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CALIPSO opaque cloud fraction</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CERES top-of-atmosphere albedo</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Estimated absorbed shortwave radiation</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note. Spring and summer mean values of CALIPSO low cloud cover, CALIPSO opaque cloud fraction, and CERES top-of-atmosphere albedo over the region (shown in Figures 4, 7, and 9, respectively) where sea ice concentration varies. Estimated absorbed shortwave radiation calculated by multiplying one minus the mean top-of-atmosphere albedo by the mean solar insolation for each season over the appropriate region.
CALIPSO cloud phase classifications support the second mechanism for cloud opacity increase by indicating a cloud phase shift from ice toward liquid. CALIPSO-GOCCP classifies cloud as liquid, ice, or undefined using the polarization of returns (Cesana & Chepfer, 2013). A classification of “undefined” most likely corresponds to mixed-phase clouds (Cesana et al., 2016). We use these classifications within the intermittent mask (as in Figure 4) to compare cloud phase over open water to sea ice. During summer, low liquid cloud cover is virtually unchanged over open water compared to sea ice while low ice cloud cover decreases by 1.5% and the undefined low cloud cover increases by 2.1%. During spring, low liquid cloud cover and undefined low cloud cover both increase by 2.5% over open water compared with sea ice while low ice cloud cover decreases by 0.6%. In both seasons, we find a decrease in low ice cloud cover coupled with an increase in mixed-phase and liquid cloud cover. CALIPSO cloud phase classifications suggest that increased temperatures (Figure 6) lead to increased opaque cloud fraction (Figure 7) through a shift in cloud phase from ice toward liquid.

4.3. Influence of Sea Ice on Southern Ocean Shortwave Cloud Radiative Feedbacks

We conclude our discussion by considering the implications of the diagnosed cloud response to sea ice variability on Southern Ocean shortwave cloud radiative feedbacks. Models robustly predict a negative shortwave cloud feedback due to an optical depth increase with warming over the Southern Ocean sea ice zone (Ceppi & Hartmann, 2016; Ceppi et al., 2016; Klein et al., 2009; McCoy et al., 2015; Mitchell et al., 1989; Terai et al., 2016; Zelinka et al., 2012). Our observational analysis indicates that sea ice does not directly impact this feedback. The same mechanism that drives the Southern Ocean negative shortwave feedback in models, increased temperatures leading to a shift in cloud phase from ice toward liquid (Ceppi & Hartmann, 2016), also causes the observed increase in cloud opacity we show over open water compared to sea ice. Therefore, sea ice will likely contribute to Southern Ocean shortwave cloud radiative feedbacks only to the extent that decreased sea ice concentration is accompanied by increased temperatures.

5. Summary and Conclusions

Spaceborne LiDAR observations are used to diagnose the spring and summer cloud response to Southern Ocean sea ice variability. Over the Southern Ocean region where surface condition varies between sea ice and open water, we find the following:

1. During spring, there is a small increase in low cloud cover over open water compared to sea ice. During summer, sea ice variability does not impact low cloud cover (Figure 4).
2. During both spring and summer, the fraction of optically thick clouds increases over open water compared to sea ice (Figure 7).
3. During both spring and summer, top-of-atmosphere albedo is lower and more shortwave radiation is absorbed over open water compared to sea ice (Figure 9).

Entirely independent of the spaceborne LiDAR observations, ship-based observations available during summer also show no cloud cover response to sea ice variability (Figure 5). Even when the cloud response to sea ice variability is included, top-of-atmosphere albedo is lower and more
shortwave radiation is absorbed over open water compared to sea ice. The results imply the cloud response to sea ice loss accompanying warming in the future will only partly mask the positive surface ice albedo feedback. When sea ice is lost during spring and summer, the Southern Ocean will absorb more shortwave radiation, which will accelerate warming.
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